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Cherenkov radiation emitted by ultrafast laser pulses and the generation of coherent polaritons

J. K. Wahlstrand and R. Merlin
FOCUS Center and Department of Physics, The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109-1120, USA

~Received 5 January 2003; revised manuscript received 20 May 2003; published 7 August 2003!

We report on the generation of coherent phonon polaritons in ZnTe, GaP, and LiTaO3 using ultrafast optical
pulses. These polaritons are coupled modes consisting of mostly far-infrared radiation and a small phonon
component, which are excited through nonlinear optical processes involving the Raman and the second-order
susceptibilities~respectively, impulsive stimulated Raman scattering and difference frequency generation!. We
probe their associated hybrid vibrational-electric field, in the THz range, by electro-optic sampling methods.
The measured field patterns agree very well with calculations for the field due to a distribution of dipoles that
follows the shape and moves with the group velocity of the optical pulses. For a tightly focused pulse, the
pattern is identical to that of classical Cherenkov radiation by a moving dipole. Results for other shapes and,
in particular, for the planar and transient-grating geometries are accounted for by a convolution of the Cher-
enkov field due to a point dipole with the function describing the slowly varying intensity of the pulse. Hence,
polariton fields resulting from pulses of arbitrary shape can be described quantitatively in terms of expressions
for the Cherenkov radiation emitted by an extended source. Using the Cherenkov approach, we recover the
phase-matching conditions that lead to the selection of specific polariton wave vectors in the planar and
transient grating geometry as well as the Cherenkov angle itself. The formalism can be easily extended to
media exhibiting dispersion in the THz range. Calculations and experimental data for pointlike and planar
sources reveal significant differences between the so-called superluminal and subluminal cases where the group
velocity of the optical pulses is, respectively, above and below the highest phase velocity in the infrared. Using
the Cherenkov radiation formalism, the fields generated by a spatiotemporally shaped pulse in a thick disper-
sive medium can be calculated analytically.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.68.054301 PACS number~s!: 71.36.1c, 78.47.1p, 41.60.Bq
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I. INTRODUCTION

Polaritons are hybrid modes of solids and, more genera
dense systems associated with elementary excitations
carry electromagnetic polarization.1,2 Such excitations couple
to light, resulting in a new mixed particle called the pola
iton. The polariton description is, in some sense, an alte
tive to that involving the index of refraction; polaritons a
dressed photons. Phonon polaritons—lattice vibrati
coupled to infrared light—were first studied experimenta
by spontaneous Raman scattering.3 Soon after, mixing of co-
herent polaritons with visible laser light was reported
GaP.4 The generation, dispersion, and decay of phonon
laritons have been extensively investigated using various
herent optical methods, particularly coherent anti-Stokes
man scattering~CARS! ~Ref. 5! followed by time-domain
CARS ~Ref. 6! and, more recently, the closely related tec
nique of impulsive stimulated Raman scattering~ISRS!.

This work centers on ISRS: i.e., coherent scattering us
pulses whose bandwidth exceeds the polariton frequency7 In
ISRS experiments, a pump pulse imparts an impulsive fo
on the phonon component of the polariton, starting a coh
ent oscillation which in turn, through the inverse proce
perturbs the index of refraction.8,9 This perturbation is mea
sured by a probe pulse that follows behind the pump puls
a controllable time delay. The most common ISRS appro
to generate coherent polariton fields is to use an inten
grating obtained from crossing two pump beams. This geo
etry leads to polaritons of nearly well-defined wave vec
even in the pulsed case where the~transient! grating travels
with the pulses.10,11 An alternative method, associated wi
0163-1829/2003/68~5!/054301~12!/$20.00 68 0543
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the nonlinear susceptibilityx (2), is to excite the electromag
netic component of the polariton through difference fr
quency generation~DFG! or optical rectification.12 Here, the
pump pulse induces a nonlinear polarization proportiona
its intensity envelope. If the pulse is tightly focused and
group velocity is greater than the phase velocity in the inf
red, its polarization leads to emission of infrared light
much the same way that a relativistic dipole emits~coherent!
Cherenkov radiation~CR!. This interpretation, originally
proposed for second-harmonic generation,13 was put forth for
DFG by Auston and co-workers14–16 whose technique late
became the standard for generating short THz pulses.17 Re-
cently, the CR interpretation was revisited in the analysis
pump-probe experiments on ZnSe~Ref. 18! and ZnTe~Ref.
19!. In these and other polar materials, strong dispersion n
the frequency of the transverse-optical~TO! phonon results
in two qualitatively distinct regimes for CR depending o
whether the velocity of the source is larger or smaller th
the phase velocity of light at zero frequency. In the form
superluminal regime, the CR field is qualitatively the sam
as in the experiments of Auston and Nuss16 whereas the latter
subluminal regime displays new features.20

To our knowledge, there does not exist a clear, unifi
discussion in the literature of the relationship between
transient grating and tightly focused single-pump metho
While the generation mechanisms are identical, ISRS is o
described in a four-wave mixing framework and, as such
a technique that distinguishes itself from DFG. Here,
present a unified discussion of the two methods based on
CR picture, showing that the generation of THz radiation
single or multiple pulses of arbitrary shape can always
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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described as CR. We also report experimental results
three materials: ZnTe, GaP, and LiTaO3 in three geometries
~point, planar, and transient grating! using an electro-optic
field sampling technique based on that of Auston and Nus16

This method allows us to map out the polariton field as
function of time delay and lateral position for polarizatio
sources of arbitrary shape and, simultaneously, to image
shape of the source pulse itself.

II. PHONON POLARITONS AND OPTICAL
SUSCEPTIBILITIES

As mentioned earlier, polaritons can be described eithe
excitations that carry polarization through the coupling to
electromagnetic field or as light perturbed by the refract
index of the medium, which exhibits strong dispersion n
the resonant TO frequency. In the Cherenkov picture of p
non polariton generation we take the latter view, incorpor
ing the effect of the infrared-active phonon into the dielect
function and the second-order nonlinear susceptibility. Fo
diatomic cubic lattice and neglecting damping, the dielec
function is of the Lorentz form

e~V!5e`1
e02e`

12~V/VTO!2
, ~1!

whereVTO is the TO frequency of the threefold-degenera
infrared-active mode,e` is the dielectric constant includin
the effects of higher-lying resonances, ande0 is the static
dielectric constant. The Lyddane-Sachs-Teller~LST! formula
VLO

2 5(e0 /e`)VTO
2 gives the relationship betweenVLO , the

longitudinal optical~LO! phonon frequency, andVTO. The
refractive indexn(V)5Ae(V), phase velocityc/n(V), and
polariton dispersion relationV5cq/n(V) are plotted in Fig.
1 for a material withe(V) given by Eq.~1!. In this work we
deal mainly with frequencies belowVTO. Near zero fre-
quency, where the dispersion curve is linear, the polarito
mostly light like whereas, nearVTO, it is phonon like. When
there is more than one infrared-active phonon, as in LiTa3,
each mode contributes to the polarization and the dielec
function reflects a sum of these contributions~poles!.

The nonlinear interaction of visible light with phonon p
laritons involves both the lattice and THz electromagne
field. The nonlinear tensor that couples polaritons and vis
light is thus composed of two parts: the Raman ten
dx/dQ5xR, which couples visible light to the phonon mod
with amplitudeQ, and the second-order nonlinear suscep
bility dx/dE5x (2), which couples visible to infrared elec
tric fields. Both of these susceptibilities are almost entir
electronic in nature. Counting both contributions, the to
nonlinear polarization is4

Pi
NL5x i jk

(2)Ej~V!Ek~vL!1x ik
RQjEk~vL!, ~2!

whereQj is the amplitude of one of the threefold-degener
phonon modes,vL is the frequency of the visible laser ligh
and V is the frequency of the phonon polariton. As is we
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known, the Raman contribution can be included in an eff
tive nonlinear susceptibilitydi jk , each tensor element o
which is of the form

d~V!5x (2)F11CS 12
V2

VTO
2 D 21G , ~3!

where the Faust-Henry coefficient C
5xR(x (2))21e* m21(VTO)22 gives the ratio of the Raman
~often termed ionic! to electronic contribution.4 Here,e* is
the transverse effective charge andm is the reduced mass o
the lattice mode. BecausexR andx (2) do not change appre
ciably with frequency in the THz range,C can be approxi-
mated as a constant for a given laser wavelength and m
rial. If there is more than one phonon mode, there is a Ram
contribution to d and to the Faust-Henry coefficient from
each one. In our experiments we do not need to consider
dispersion ofd, for we mainly deal with low-frequency po
laritons. Thus, in the following we assume that the nonlin
susceptibility is constant and approximately given
x (2)(11C).

III. THEORY OF CHERENKOV EMISSION
IN AN INFINITE CRYSTAL

In noncentrosymmetric media, an optical pulse induc
throughx (2) a low-frequency polarization proportional to it
intensity. This is DFG, also known as optical rectification12

The dipolar charge distribution moves at the optical puls
group velocityvg and, like a charged particle, it can emit C
if vg is greater than the phase velocity of the THz radiat
in the medium. The bandwidth of the THz radiation emitt
by a pulse is limited to the pulse bandwidth. The spatial a
temporal shapes of the pulse envelope, together with the

FIG. 1. Optical parameters for a generic material with a sin
triply degenerate infrared-active phonon; see Eq.~1!. ~a! Refractive
index n, ~b! phase velocityc/n, and ~c! polariton dispersion. The
darkened regions indicate the band betweenVTO andVLO in which
light cannot propagate.
1-2
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tical properties of the medium, determine the THz field.
Kleinman and Auston adapted the theory of CR to

optical pulse traveling through a nonlinear isotrop
medium.15 Their approach, which we build on here, is esse
tially to separate the nonlinear mechanism by which the
larization in the medium is generated from the Cherenk
mechanism by which infrared light is emitted. This approa
works well in the absence of higher-order effects such
self-focusing and self-phase modulation, which affect
spatiotemporal shape of the pulse as it propagates, and d
tion, which diminishes the induced polarization. Neglecti
these effects, the emission process is entirely analogou
the emission of CR by a continuum of dipoles traveling
the group velocity of the pulse. In the following, we discu
electro-optic CR by pulses of a variety of spatiotempo
shapes.

A. Point source

For a beam focused to a small waist compared to
polariton wavelength, the polarization induced by the opti
pulse can be approximated by a point dipole. This geome
the three-dimensional~3D! case discussed by Kleinman an
Auston,15 is the closest electro-optic analog to conventio
CR ~emitted by a relativistic monopole!, which is coherent.
The theory of CR was largely worked out more than 60 ye
ago by Tamm and Frank.21,22 For an infinite medium and
pulses propagating along thez axis, the fields are a function
of z2vgt and the cylindrical coordinatesr andf. This ap-
proximation, valid for a thick sample, greatly simplifies th
theory.

The radiation field due to a propagating dipole can
derived from the radiation field due to a monopole by tak
a derivative in the direction of the dipole orientation.23 In the
experiments discussed here, the induced dipole is orie
perpendicular to thez axis. For this orientation, the fields ar
proportional to cosf, wheref is measured from the direc
tion of the dipole; dropping for simplicity thef dependence
we have21–23

Ez~r,z2vgt !}E eiV(t2
z

vg
)S c2

vg
2n2~V!

21D ]a

]r
VdV,

~4!

Er~r,z2vgt !}E 2 ieiV(t2z/vg)
1

n2~V!

]2a

]r2
dV, ~5!

whereEz andEr are thez andr components of the electri
field and

a~r,V!5H0
(1)@s~V!r#, ~6!

where H0
(1) is a Hankel function ands(V)5V(evg

2/c2

21)1/2/vg5V tanuC /vg .
Radiation is emitted at frequencies for which the Cher

kov condition vg.c/n(V) is satisfied. Integrating Eq.~5!
over these frequencies, two qualitatively different radiat
patterns emerge, depending onvg .24 For vg.c/n(0), the
laser pulse propagates faster than the entire lower pola
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branch 0,V,VTO. We call this the superluminal regime
For vg,c/n(0), the laser pulse only travels faster for fre
quencies in the bandVC,V,VTO, where the velocity-
matched frequencyVC is defined byvg5c/n(VC). We have
referred to this as the subluminal regime.25

Shown in Fig. 2 are plots ofEr , calculated using Eq.~ 5!,
in a medium with refractive index given by Eq.~1!. For the
superluminal regime@Fig. 2~a!#, there is a sharp shock fron
with small-amplitude ripples behind it. The weak ripples a
due to dispersion, but the shock wave is defined byV50.
On the other hand, the subluminal regime@Fig. 2~b!# is
dominated by dispersion effects. The angle of the phase f
depends onr, and there is a large field near the axis
motion r50. The radiation pattern is still confined within
cone, but the cone angle becomes larger asvg decreases, in
contrast to the superluminal regime. The special feature
the subluminal regime are apparent in the calculations
ported by Afanasiev and co-workers.20

In the CR literature, it is common to use the asympto
form of the fields for larger to find an approximate analyti
cal solution. In this limit,Er becomes

Er}E
VC

VTO iA2s3~V!

n2~V!Apr
e2 i [V(t2z/vg)2s(V)r1p/4]dV. ~7!

For larger, the integral is small except for values ofV for
which the integrand does not oscillate. Using the station
phase method, Eq.~7! can be approximated as

Er}(
V i

2As3~V i !

n2~V i !r

1

Aus9~V i !u
e2 i [V i (t2z/vg)2s(V i )r] , ~8!

whereV i are the frequencies within the range of integrati
for which the phase in the exponential is stationary. Th
are the solutions to

vg

ds

dV
5

vgt2z

r
5cotu, ~9!

FIG. 2. ~Color online! CalculatedEr for a point dipole atr
50 and z2vgt50 traveling through a medium with dispersio
given by Eq.~1!. ~a! Superluminal,vg.c/n(0), and~b! sublumi-
nal, vg,c/n(0), regimes.
1-3
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J. K. WAHLSTRAND AND R. MERLIN PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 054301 ~2003!
which defines a cone of angleu with respect to thez axis.
The cone angle depends on frequency becauses(V) contains
n(V). Explicitly, Eq. ~9! becomes

vg

ds

dV
5V2

vg

sc2

de

dV
1

vgs

V
5cotu. ~10!

The dependence ofu on V is plotted for the two regimes in
Fig. 3. In the superluminal case@Fig. 3~a!#, u is a monotonic
function of frequency, whereas in the subluminal regim
@Fig. 3~b!# two frequencies map onto the same angle, res
ing in the complex beating behavior shown in Fig. 2~a!.

The angleuC , defined as the smallest angle at whi
radiation is emitted, is shown as a dashed line in Fig. 3. T
frequencies associated with this angle are solutions
s9(V)50. In the superluminal regime,e(V)vg

2/c221.0
for all frequencies within the range of integration, andV
50 is the only solution. Thus, from Eq.~10!, cosuC
5vgn(0)/c, which is the standard Cherenkov formula. In t
subluminal regime, there are two solutions. For a mate
with dispersion given by Eq. ~1!, uC

5tan21(4g21A(h2z)/z3), whereg5(12e`vg
2/c2)21/2, z

522(423h)1/2, andh512(VC /VTO)2.20

So far, we have considered isotropic materials, and th
fore, the considerations above apply to ZnTe and GaP bu
the strictest sense, not to the uniaxial LiTaO3. The theory of
CR in an anisotropic material is considerably more comp
than that discussed here, because extraordinary and ord
waves may be emitted. Other complications result for
case of an extremely tightly focused pulse, for which th
exists a small longitudinal component of the laser elec
field, leading to the breakdown of the point dipole appro
mation. In addition, the confocal parameter comes into p
resulting in the breakdown of the infinite crystal approxim
tion. We note in passing that exact integrals for an elec

FIG. 3. Plot of angle vs polariton frequency; see Eq.~10!. The
dashed line indicates the Cherenkov angleuC , andVC indicates the
group-velocity-matched frequency.~a! Superluminal regime.~b!
Subluminal regime.
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dipole oriented arbitrarily with respect to the axis of motio
as well as those of a magnetic dipole, are given in the w
of Zrelov.23

B. Planar source

When the beam waistw is much larger than the wave
length of the polariton (w@2pcn/V), we have another im-
portant limiting case. Here, the polarization induced by
optical pulse is shaped like a pancake. This planar geom
is often used for the generation and detection of THz pul
by nonresonant optical rectification.26,27

For an infinitely thick crystal and approximating the op
cal pulse as infinitely short~this is valid as long as the puls
is short compared to the period of the radiation being gen
ated!, the polarization induced isP'zd(z2vgt)ed , where
ed is a unit vector pointing in the direction of the dipo
orientation andz is the areal polarization. It is possible t
obtain the CR field from the point dipole solution by conv
lution, but here we use the corresponding Hertz potentia

P~V!52
4pze2 iV(t2z/vg)

vge~V!s2~V!
ed . ~11!

The electric field is then18

E5E
0

VTO e~V!V2

c2
P~V!dV ~12!

52
4pz

vgc2
edE

0

VTOV2e2 iV(t2z/vg)

s2~V!
dV. ~13!

It can be shown that the field vanishes unlesss2(V)50. In
the superluminal regime,s2(V).0 for all V, andE50 . In
the subluminal regime,s2(VC)50. Note that the phase
matching condition isonly met in the presence of dispersio
In the superluminal regime, no radiation is emitted from t
bulk because the pulse is traveling faster than the phase
locities of all infrared frequencies.

Practically, a beam cannot be focused to a point; nor i
really planar. If cylindrical lenses are used to focus the be
it can be extended in one direction and tightly focused
another. The extreme case of the 2D geometry was treate
Kleinman and Auston.15 The point geometry solution is th
Green’s function of the problem, in that the radiation patte
of an arbitrary source can be obtained by convolution of
point solution with the source shape. Two examples
shown in Fig. 4. This convolution technique is potentia
useful for calculating the THz field generated in a thick su
luminal crystal by a spatially extended source becaus
quantifies phase-matching issues encountered due to di
sion in the infrared. In addition, it is a powerful machine
for calculating the radiation field generated by ultrafast op
cal pulses which have been shaped spatially a
temporally—for example, in the manner recently demo
strated by Koehl, Adachi, and Nelson.28 To the best of our
knowledge, our approach has not been previously applie
this problem.
1-4
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C. Periodic source„transient grating…

The last source shape we consider is a periodic distr
tion, or transient grating, implemented by interfering tw
pump beams inside the sample. This geometry is useful
cause it excites a unique polariton wave vector determi
by the grating period. If we cross two pump beams of eq
intensity at an anglea, Gaussian in space with waistswx in
thex direction andwy in they direction and Gaussian in tim
with pulse widtht, the intensity grating has the form

I ~x,y,z2vgt !}e2x2/wx
2
2y2/wy

2
cosS kLx

sina De2(z/vg2t)2/t2
,

~14!

where kL is the wave vector of the laser light inside th
medium. Here, we have assumed thata is small, which
makesvg approximately equal to the group velocity of ea
separate pulse. This is a good approximation for the exp
ments described here, sincekL is much larger than the wav
vector of the gratings. The Cherenkov angle converts
spatial periodicity of the transient grating into a tempo
periodicity in the polariton field, resulting in a checkerboa
pattern and a well-defined polariton frequencyV, as shown
in Fig. 5.

In the impulsive limit, a defocused probe pulse traveli
at the same speed as the pump pulse and, thus, at the
of the polariton field samples a slice of the checkerbo
field in thexy plane. The electric field in this slice is period
with the same wave vectorkx5kL /sina as the intensity grat-
ing. Through the electro-optic effect, the probe pulse d
fracts from the periodically varying index of refraction, r
sulting in an oscillatory signal at 2V as a function of time
delay, because the diffracted intensity is proportional touEu2.
This technique is known as homodyne detection in the IS
literature.10 Heterodyne detection,11,29,30in which one mixes
the diffracted signal with undiffracted probe light, gives
much larger signal atV, because the signal is proportional
E. Because it is sensitive to the phase of the polariton fi

FIG. 4. ~Color online! CalculatedEr for an extended source o
width w, obtained by convoluting results for a point dipole with
Gaussian in ther direction~subluminal regime!. ~a! w520 mm, ~b!
w540 mm.
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which defines the phase of the diffracted probe pulse, het
dyne detection works just as well outside the checkerbo
in what we might call the Cherenkov wing of the field. As w
discuss in detail below, heterodyne detection is often d
cussed in terms of four-wave mixing.29

It is important to emphasize that the wave vector of t
grating is not the same as the polariton wave vector, since
polariton propagates in the direction normal to the wa
front. The magnitude of the polariton wave vector is giv
by q5kxsinu, where u is the Cherenkov angle. In man
early ISRS papers, it is assumed that the wave vector of
grating is the same as the polariton wave vector, tantamo
to assuming thatu is very large. This is generally a poo
approximation and leads to incorrect polariton dispers
measurements, as recently pointed out by Hebling.31

The simple interpretation above works best for largewx,
in which case the polariton wave vector is well defined. F
small wx , edge effects make the polariton field more co
plex but, by convolving the point dipole solution with th
grating~as in Fig. 5!, we can calculate the polariton field du
to a grating of arbitrary shape.

IV. PHASE MATCHING

One potential source of confusion when comparing
transient grating, tightly focused, and planar geometries
that, at first glance, the phase-matching conditions seem
tirely different, especially the hidden role of the pulse
group velocity in the transient-grating geometry. Here
discuss phase matching in all three geometries in a uni
manner based on CR. An ultrafast pulse contains a c
tinuum of frequencies and wave vectors, and the gener
polariton wave vectors are determined by conservation
energy and momentum. The Cherenkov interpretation is
course, consistent with phase matching. In all geometries
nonlinear polarization contains terms of the for
ei (k22k1)•r2 i (v22v1)t, where k1 , k2 , v1, and v2 denote
wave vector and frequency components of the optical pu
For the planar geometry, the wave vector components

FIG. 5. ~Color online! CalculatedEr due to a transient grating
showing the checkerboard polariton field pattern generated be
the grating. The grating wave vector in~a! is smaller than in~b!.
1-5
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J. K. WAHLSTRAND AND R. MERLIN PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 054301 ~2003!
point along thez axis, and conservation of momentum r
quiresq5k22k15@v2n(v2)2v1n(v1)#/c, whereq is the
polariton wave vector. SinceV5v12v2,

q5
v2n~v2!2~v21V!n~v21V!

c
~15!

'
V

c
@n~v2!1v2n8~v2!#5

V

vg~v2!
, ~16!

making the connection to the group-velocity-matching ar
ment derived in Sec. IIIB.

A tightly focused optical pulse has wave vector comp
nents pointing in many directions. The dependence of
polarization onz2vgt forcesqz5V/vg . The polariton wave
vector and frequency must also satisfyV5uquc/n(V). Let
qr be the component of the polariton wave vector perp
dicular to thez axis. Momentum conservation gives

qr

qz
5

Aq22qz
2

V/vg
5An2~V!vg

2

c2
21, ~17!

and the polariton is emitted at an angle tan21qr /qz to thez
axis, which is identical to the Cherenkov angle.

In the transient-grating geometry, the angle betweenk1
and k2 is well defined, and the wave vectorq5k12k2 is
emitted in the direction given by Eq.~17! because the polar
ization is a function ofz2vgt. The transient-grating configu
ration allows one to excite wave vectors that are higher t
those accessible in the planar geometry.

A recently proposed technique developed by Hebling a
co-workers relies on a tilted pulse front.32 This can also be
encompassed in a Cherenkov radiation framework as a
nar source which propagates at an angle. Tuning the tilt a
changes the wave vector of the generated polariton, and
shows promise as an easily tunable THz source.

As is well known, it is possible to interpret ISRS as ax (3)

process.29 Here one hides both the generation and detec
of the polariton inxeff

(3) , much as we included the Rama
contribution to the generation of the polariton inx (2). The
polarization is

P~vs!5xeff
(3)~vp ,V2vp ,vp!E1~v1!E2* ~v12V!Ep~vp!

5d~V!@d~V!E1~v1!E2* ~v12V!#Ep~vp!, ~18!

whereE1 andE2 are the pump fields,Ep is the probe field,
andd is the effective nonlinear susceptibility defined in Se
II. All propagation and damping effects can be included
xeff

(3) , and this formalism is often used.6

Finally, we discuss briefly the advantages and disadv
tages of the various scattering geometries. The experim
with tightly focused beams produce the highest peak po
iton amplitude~for a given pulse peak power!, but also a
wide range of wave vectors and frequencies. ISRS by a t
sient grating has the advantage of defining the polar
wave vector and producing a large-amplitude polariton
that particular wave vector. CARS has the advantage
yielding the best frequency and wave vector resolution.
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V. MATERIALS

Generation of electro-optic CR requires a nonzerox (2),
present only in crystals without inversion symmetry. In o
experiments, we used three readily available and w
characterized materials: the zinc-blende ZnTe and GaP,
the perovskite LiTaO3. The parameters relevant to our wo
are listed in Table I.

A. GaP and ZnTe

Materials with the zinc-blende structure have a triply d
generate infrared-active optical mode. For light normally
cident on a~110! face, the selection rules forbid excitation o
the nondispersive LO mode. For the TO mode,

R15S 0 0 2b

0 0 b

2b b 0
D R25S 0 b 0

b 0 0

0 0 0
D , ~19!

whereR1 and R2 are the Raman tensors for the modes p
larized along the@11̄0# and @001# directions, respectively
The single independent tensor componentb corresponds to
the nonlinear coefficientd41. The dipolar distribution in-
duced by the pump pulse is always oriented perpendicula
the @110# direction. We measure the polariton by the inver
process, and we are only sensitive to the electric field co
ponentEr .

In their pioneering work using nonlinear mixing of visibl
and infrared cw laser light, Faust and Henry measu
C520.47 in GaP.4 This leads to total destructive interfe
ence between the ionic and electronic contributions tod at
6.5 THz. Because this frequency is close toVC for Ti:sap-
phire pulses, this results in a small signal. Recently Leit
storfer and co-workers foundC520.07 in ZnTe by analyz-
ing data from time-domain spectroscopy of THz pulses
electro-optic sampling.38 This small value leads tod50 at
5.2 THz, very close toVTO. For our experiment in ZnTe, we
are only able to measure up to roughly 4 THz, not hi
enough to probe effects of the dispersion ofd.

TABLE I. Parameters used in the calculations.

Parameter GaP ZnTe LiTaO3
a

VTO/2p ~THz! 11.0b 5.32c 6d

VLO/2p ~THz! 12.1b 6.18c 12e

Ae0 3.31f 3.16c 6.3d

ng at 800 nm 3.56f 3.24g 2.2
VC/2p h~THz! 7.7 2.2 -

aParameters are for the lowestA1 mode.
bReference 33.
cReference 34.
dReference 35.
eFrom LST relation using parameters of Ref. 35.
fReference 36.
gReference 37.
hCalculated frome` .
1-6
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B. LiTaO 3

This material crystallizes in the perovskite structu
LiTaO3 is ferroelectric at room temperature and exhibits fo
A1 symmetry and nineE symmetry modes, all of which ar
Raman and infrared active.39 There has been considerab
disagreement over the assignment of several Raman pe
but the lowest-frequencyA1 mode considered here is we
characterized. The Raman tensor forA1 phonons is39

A15S a 0 0

0 a 0

0 0 b
D . ~20!

The independent tensor elementsa andb are associated with
the nonlinear coefficientsd31 andd33, respectively. Here, we
usex (2)5d33 andxR5b, which are the largest coefficient
to both generate and detect the polariton. The dipolar dis
bution points along the optic axis, and the probe pulse
sensitive to the component of the Cherenkov electric fi
along that axis. Barker, Ballman, and Ditzenberger measu
the infrared reflectivity and found that, for the extraordina
index, most of the oscillator strength in the infrared is in t
lowest-lyingA1 TO mode.35 This mode is also the stronge
Raman scatterer. We performed our experiment on the low
polariton branch.

The refractive index in the visible is weakly anisotrop
Since the laser pulses in our experiment are polarized a
the optic axis, there is no effect of this anisotropy, in contr
with experiments onE modes.40 The static dielectric constan
is also weakly anisotropic. However, since the lowest-ly
A1 and E TO frequencies are different~6 and 4.2 THz, re-
spectively!, the dielectric function becomes more anisotrop
at large frequencies, where the cubic approximation is
pected to break down. For the low frequencies discus
here, the approximation is well obeyed. For the lowest-ly
A1 mode in LiTaO3, C is positive.41

VI. EXPERIMENTS

A. Techniques

Our experimental technique is similar to that of Aust
and Nuss.16 A diagram of the experimental setup is shown
Fig. 6. Pump and probe beams are focused and crosse
side the sample. The pump pulse is the Cherenkov so
and the tightly focused probe serves as the detector of
Cherenkov radiation field. The probe pulse ‘‘surfs’’ on top
the Cherenkov wakefield generated by the pump pulse
samples the polariton field through both the linear elec
optic and the Raman effects, which both cause changes in
refractive index. We change the time delay (t) between
pump and probe with a motorized delay stage in the pr
path and the relative focal position (r) between pump and
probe by moving a motorized translation stage upon wh
the pump’s focusing lens is mounted. By sampling the d
fracted probe beam as a function oft and r, we map the
polariton field.

We used two different detection schemes. The first i
frequency shift measurement, which takes advantage of
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fact that the spectrum of the probe is shifted proportiona
dn/dt.8 The polariton induces a change in the index of
fraction due to its electromagnetic and vibrational comp
nents, so thatdn/dt contains terms proportional todE/dt
anddQ/dt. We measure the frequency shift by cutting ha
of the probe spectrum with a bandpass filter before detec
with a photodiode. This technique is especially useful wh
the pump and probe polarizations are chosen perpendic
to each other to suppress the scattered pump light. The
ond technique, widely used for detecting THz radiation,
polarization detection.26,42 When properly oriented, the po
lariton’s electric field induces birefringence, which can
probed by measuring the polarization state of the probe b
after the sample. This yields a signal directly proportional
the THz Cherenkov electric field.

The spot size inside the crystal was determined exp
mentally using the same technique. In ZnTe and GaP, t
photon absorption depletes the probe when pump and p
overlap temporally and spatially, creating a large Gauss
peak in the signal. In LiTaO3, the intensity-dependent refrac
tive index due tox (3) modulates the probe pulse’s pha
when it overlaps with the pump pulse, also producing a la
signal ~known as the coherent artifact!.

Auston and Nuss used thin samples and a collinear ge
etry to achieve spatial resolution on the order of 1.5mm.16 A
problem with this setup is that it is difficult to measure t
field behind the source, because of strong pump scatte
due to the fact that the two beams are collinear. In orde
measure the source itself plus the field behind it, we used
nearly collinear setup described above, which enables
spatial separation of the pump and probe beams even w
they overlap spatially inside the sample. This introduce
source of distortion in the data due to spatial walk-off b
tween the pump and probe pulses as they travel through

FIG. 6. Experimental setup. Pulses split into pump and pro
beams; the time delayt between the pulses is varied with an aut
mated translation stage. The relative position of the two beamsr is
adjusted by moving a single lens. The inset shows a close-up o
geometry inside the crystal. The pump and probe pulses travel a
parallel paths inside the crystal at the same group velocityvg . BS
and PBS denote, respectively, a 10:1 beam splitter and a polar
beam splitter. Not shown arel/2 waveplates, used to rotate th
polarization of the pump and probe beams, and al/4 waveplate in
the probe path which resolves the induced birefringence due to
electro-optic effect.
1-7
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sample. To minimize this walk-off, we focused the pump a
probe beams with two small lenses placed as close toge
as possible. In order to ensure that the walk-off did not aff
the spatial resolution, we made the plane shared by the p
and probe beams perpendicular to the axis along which
pump lens was moved. We accomplished this by direct
the probe beam below the pump lens and moving the rela
focal position horizontally. Measurements were performed
two values of the azimuth differing byp, defining thex axis.
The resolution inz2vgt is determined by the pulsewidth o
the probe pulse and inx by the focal waist of the probe
beam.

Ultrafast pulses were generated by a Ti:sapphire oscill
producing 800-nm, 60-fs pulses at the repetition rate of
MHz. Acousto-optic amplitude modulators were used
modulate the pump and probe beams at 3 MHz and 2
MHz, respectively, and the probe was detected with an
biased photodiode at the difference frequency, 50 kHz, w
a lock-in amplifier with time constant 30 ms. The maximu
pump and probe average power at the sample was;140 and
30 mW, respectively, limited mostly by the efficiency of th
modulators. We emphasize the importance of the dou
modulation technique because it helps reject the scatt
pump light.

While the technique described here produces data of h
quality, it is important to note that it takes hours to produc
single picture. Recently, experiments have been perform
using a Zernike method with a charge-coupled-device~CCD!
camera, to image the phase change of a weakly focu
probe beam caused by the polariton field as a function
position and time delay.28,43 That is a much faster techniqu
for imaging the Cherenkov field, although it suffers fro
unwanted large scattering near the pump pulse.

B. Point source: Experiments

If the pump pulse is focused to a waist smaller than
wavelength of the polariton, we can approximate it as a po
dipole. Because of the large thickness of our samples, we
limited to a focal waist of about 20mm which corresponds
to a maximum polariton frequency of 2–4 THz, dependi
on the material. For lower frequencies, the pump pulse
like a point dipole.

First we discuss the data on LiTaO3, a superluminal ma-
terial; see Fig. 7. Our sample was a wafer 2 in. in diame
and 1 mm thick with orientation such that the optic axis
perpendicular to the surface normal, and we used freque
shift detection. For pulses of wavelength 800 nm,uC569°.
The experiment matches the calculations quite well after
ing into account the 18-mm pump waist by convoluting the
point dipole solution with a Gaussian of that width. How
ever, the absence of ripples behind the sharp Cherenkov
indicates that damping, not included in the simulation,
strong for higher frequencies. In addition to polaritons of t
lowest branch, we were also able to generate and detec
laritons and coherent phonons from higher branches;
later.

Our measurements on ZnTe, a subluminal material,
the comparison with calculations are shown in Fig. 8. T
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~110!-oriented ZnTe sample was 1031031 mm3, and
polarization-sensitive detection was used. The data sh
many of the features predicted for subluminal CR. The a
fact that appears about 1.6 ps after the pump pulse is du
a second pulse about 1000 times smaller than the pu
pulse, due to a reflection from an optical element upstre
We have subtracted the contribution from an exponentia
decaying signal caused by free carriers generated by t
photon absorption. This signal is partially balanced out
using polarization-sensitive detection, and the remnant
been fitted and subtracted out in Fig. 8~a! to show the ab-
sence of CR nearx50.

FIG. 7. ~Color online! ~a! Experimental results for LiTaO3. The
pump beam waist is 18mm. The scan took a total of 6 h, or a littl
over 1 min per row.~b! Convolution of the point dipole field with a
18-mm Gaussian.

FIG. 8. ~Color online! ~a! Results of a pump-probe differentia
transmission experiment in ZnTe. An overall constant backgro
was subtracted for each time scan, and a decaying exponentia
subtracted out for time scans nearx50. The feature 1.6 ps behin
the pump pulse is an artifact. Each row is an average of two sc
and the total acquisition time was 7 h.~b! Calculation for a point
dipole convoluted with a 22-mm Gaussian in the transverse dire
tion. ~c! Experimental data for a 300-mm-thick ZnTe sample.
1-8
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As discussed earlier, subluminal CR is expected to exh
a beating pattern. In Fig. 8~a!, there is a striking node tha
separates the shock wave into two and possibly three dis
parts. This can be explained in the calculations by both s
luminal beats or by a convolution artifact due to the fin
spatial size of the pump and probe pulses. However, note
the node is not as prominent in the calculation. This discr
ancy and the lack of experimental signal nearx50 are prob-
ably due to the finite size of the crystal, as discussed in de
later.

C. Planar source: Experiments

For the planar geometry, scans were performed only in
z-vgt direction. Results for GaP and ZnTe with a pump wa
of roughly 100mm are shown in Fig. 9. The GaP samp
~110! oriented, was a 43131 mm3 crystal. The time scans
show oscillations at the group-velocity-matched frequenc
predicted by theory, with an apparent decay probably du
a combination of the finite length of the sample~see below!
and the finite extent of the pump pulse.18 The planar geom-
etry is commonly used for generating THz pulses by n
resonant optical rectification.27 The distortion of the electro
optic sampling signal due to infrared dispersion, especiall
a thick crystal, has been the subject of much discuss
recently.44,45

We also performed an experiment on the superlum
material LiTaO3. As expected, there was no signal from t
lowest polariton branch. However, our pulses were sh
enough to see higher branches. The phase-matching co
tion is given byV/vg , and this expression was found
match the higher polariton branches quite well.

D. Finite-crystal effects

Point geometry experiments were also performed o
300-mm thick ZnTe sample. As is apparent in Fig. 8~c!, the

FIG. 9. Results of pump-probe experiments with weakly
cused ultrafast pulses in~a! ZnTe and~b! GaP. The region near time
zero is dominated by two-photon absorption.~a! 1 mm-thick ZnTe
crystal. The main frequency is roughly 2 THz.~b! 1-mm-thick GaP
crystal. The main frequency is roughly 7.5 THz. The feature at
ps is an artifact due to a reflected pulse.
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node we observed in the 1-mm-thick crystal has now dis
peared. This is probably a result of the breakdown of
infinite crystal approximation. In the superluminal regim
the infinite crystal calculation works well because the rad
tion is emitted at large angles at all frequencies down to ze
Therefore, effects of the finiteness of the crystal can be
pected only at the very edge of the shock wave, atr
5L tanuC5Ln0 /c, whereL is the length of the crystal. Fo
example, the edge of the shock wave is atr'2.6 mm in our
1-mm-thick LiTaO3 sample, well beyond what we can pra
tically measure due to the fall-off proportional tor21/2 in the
electric field from a point source.

The situation is considerably different in the sublumin
regime because polaritons nearVC are emitted in the near
forward direction. In the 1-mm-thick ZnTe crystal, the Che
enkov angle for 2.5 THz polaritons is about 9°, so that t
component reachesr5160 mm before the pulse reaches th
end of the crystal. In the 300mm thick crystal, it only
reachesr550 mm. Thus, the subluminal beats, due to inte
ference between frequency components sent in the forw
direction, require some propagation time to develop. We
lieve this is the reason why they do not appear in the t
crystal. This could also explain the other discrepancies
tween theory and experiment in Fig. 8. The large oscillat
signal atVC nearx50 in the calculation is clearly absent i
the experiment, probably because radiation atVC is emitted
in the forward direction. The difference in the shape of t
cone between theory and experiment is likely due to
same effect. A finite-crystal calculation is probably needed
fully understand the details of the experiment. Note that
in a finite crystal is similar to the so-called ‘‘Tamm problem
of CR for a particle traveling along a finite path.22,46

The finiteness of the crystal is expected to play an e
more important role in the planar geometry, in which Ch
enkov components are emitted exclusively in the forwa
direction. The CR pattern is the result of interference amo
these components, so that this pattern should change
matically with crystal thickness. A very thin crystal woul
show no propagation effects, simply reproducing the ti
derivative of the pump pulse envelope as a short THz pu

E. Periodic source: Experiments

We adapted the setup described previously to perform
periments with two pump pulses, creating a periodic dipo
distribution in LiTaO3, and used frequency shift detection
map the polariton field. The pump pulse was split into tw
equally intense pulses which were focused by a single l
and crossed inside the sample at an anglea. Using a beam
waist such thatw!vgt/sina, we avoided the so-called
‘‘pancake effect,’’30 a shrinking of the overlap betwee
weakly focused pulses due to their short duration. In o
experiments, we did not have to measurea, because the
grating period was directly obtained by measuring the coh
ent artifact as a function of spatial position. As for the po
geometry, we mapped the polariton field due to this pu
configuration as a function ofz2vgt and x. The results in
Fig. 10 show excellent agreement with the theoretical pred
tions.

-

8
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FIG. 10. ~Color online! Results of transient-
grating experiments in LiTaO3. Left: derivative
of the polariton field as a function of time dela
and position of the pump lens. Right: cross se
tions at zero time delay, showing the intensi
grating’s period. The phase-matched frequency
~a! 1 THz, ~b! 2 THz, and~c! 3 THz. Damping is
higher at higher polariton frequencies.
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F. LiTaO 3: Phonons and Polaritons

LiTaO3 has a particularly rich history in the ISR
literature.10,11,28,30,43,47–52In this section we compare our da
to those of other reports. There are two main points
contention in the literature: the origin of frequenc
dependent damping effects and avoided crossings at
frequency. Our results for the polariton dispersion are su
marized in Fig. 11.

As previously discussed for the transient-grating geo
etry @see below Eq.~17!#, the Cherenkov angle appears in t
expression for the polariton wave vector. Using the corr

FIG. 11. Summary of results in LiTaO3. Circles indicate fre-
quencies measured using the grating technique, with wave ve
given bykx /sinu, wherekx is the wave vector of the grating andu
is the Cherenkov angle. Crosses indicate measurements with a
nar geometry, with wave vector given byV/vg . The solid lines
give the polariton dispersion according to the infrared meas
ments of Ref. 35.
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expression, our data fall almost exactly on the dispers
relation of the lowest branchA1 polaritons inferred from the
IR data of Barkeret al.35 Recent ISRS papers have begun
take this into account as well.30,31 The grating technique is
also sensitive to nondispersive phonons, and the signal a
THz roughly matches anA1 phonon peak seen in Rama
spectra.39 Scans in the planar geometry, with wave vec
given by the group velocity of the pulse, are also shown
Fig. 11. Here, we are sensitive to even more phon
branches, including a higher-branch polariton above 12 T
Note that higher branches were also observed in a re
heterodyne experiment.30

Our measurements of the polariton damping rateg by the
grating method,53 agree very well with those reported b
others:g52.4 cm21 at 1 THz,g54.4 cm21 at 2 THz, and
g57.5 cm21 at 3 THz. Large damping, peaked at 2.7 TH
was reported by Auston and Nuss in their origin
experiment.16 They suggested that this was due to m
tiphonon absorption. In their homodyne transient grating
periment, Wiederrechtet al.10 measured increased dampin
peaked at 2.76 THz and 4.38 THz, and attributed this
strain-induced coupling to heavily dampedE-symmetry
modes at the same frequencies. Very recently, Crimm
Stoyanov, and Nelson measured the damping rate using
erodyne detection and suggested that the damping is du
quadratic coupling between the phonon-polariton mode
2.1 THz and the lowest-lyingE mode at 4.2 THz.30

The inelastic neutron scattering data of Chenget al.54

support the idea that the damping is due to anharmonicit
more precisely, to a process involving the simultaneous c
ation and destruction of two different phonons. Close to
observed peaks at 2.76 and 4.38 THz, the phonon disper
shows TO and LA~TA! branches for which the frequenc
difference at the zone edge, where the density of state
large, is 2.6 THz~4 THz!. In this context, we note that deca
by two-phonon difference modes has been seen in many
terials, including ZnTe.55 Furthermore, many spontaneou

tor
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CHERENKOV RADIATION EMITTED BY ULTRAFAST . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 054301 ~2003!
Raman studies,39,56 including one on our particular crystal,57

show a broad peak centered at 2.55 THz, consistent wi
second-order feature. An alternative explanation for polari
broadening, supported by the fact that the TA and
branches at the zone edge are at 3.2 and 4.6 T
respectively,54 is coupling to high-wave-vector phonons du
to disorder-induced breakdown of momentum conservat
Given that LiTaO3 is often nonstoichiometric, defect-relate
processes may contribute strongly to the damping.

Another anomaly reported in LiTaO3 is an extra avoided
crossing in the polariton dispersion at 0.9 THz.11,47,48Similar
avoided crossings were also reported for LiNbO3,58 and in-
creased absorption was observed at the corresponding
quencies in stimulated Raman gain measurements.59 The
avoided crossings were assigned by Bakker and co-worke11

to quantum beats between levels of an intrinsic anharmo
potential. However, our work on LiTaO3, as well as a recen
heterodyne ISRS experiment,30 shows no sign of an avoide
crossing at 0.9 THz. The observation of several low-lyi
modes in a CARS study of MgO-doped LiNbO3 ~Ref. 60!
suggests that the extra modes are due to defects. If this
the case, the reported discrepancies for LiTaO3 may simply
be due to differences in the concentration of defects for
ferent samples.

We take issue with the intrinsic anharmonicity propos
by Bakker et al.11 to explain these extra modes. Unlike
molecules, lattice anharmonicity in solids leads to decay,
cause anharmonic coupling involves a continuum of mod
Hence, unless the anharmonicity is strong enough to sup
two-phonon bound states, it cannot introduce new frequ
cies. To the best of our knowledge, no such bound st
have been observed in LiTaO3 or LiNbO3.

An unexplored area is the role of anisotropy in LiTaO3.
As briefly discussed earlier, for frequencies approaching
lowestE-phonon frequency, the index of refraction becom
s

E

e
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increasingly anisotropic. Anisotropy is known to have an i
portant effect on CR,23 but as far as we know, it has bee
completely ignored in the LiTaO3 literature. For a point
charge traveling through a uniaxial material in a directi
perpendicular to the optical axis, both ordinary and extra
dinary waves are emitted, with the extraordinary waves
larized at a finite angle to the optical axis. Assuming that t
is also true for a dipole oriented along the optic axis,
should have a large effect on the CR pattern.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have used ultrafast optical pulses to g
erate and image coherent polariton fields in ZnTe, GaP,
LiTaO3. For single and multiple pulses of arbitrary sha
and, in particular, for the transient-grating geometry, we ha
shown that the polariton field can be calculated by convo
ing the slowly varying pulse envelope with the Cherenk
field due to a dipole. The standard phase-matching argum
can also be explained by applying ideas from the theory
Cherenkov radiation. Results for pointlike and planar sour
reveal important differences between the superluminal
subluminal regimes, especially for the Cherenkov emiss
by a plane of dipoles which can only occur in the sublumin
case.
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